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__ -Abstract

Processing Information

1

The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine how-

children process different tasks of comprehension piesented in graphical

form. During the Sprang 198'1,,18 fourth graders and 9 seventh graders were

interviewed. The children were presented with graphs accompanied by six

questions reflecting three levels of comprehension: "reading the data,"

"reading between the data," and "reading beyond the data."

The children approached the tasks,of comprehension by employing text-/

schema -based processing strategies, text-based processingAstxategies, and

schema-based_processing strategies. These three types of strategies led to

both correct and incorrect responses. Most students were aware of the need

for, and also used, a text-based strategy for "reading the data" directly from

the graph. Most seventh-grade and higher achieving fourth-grade students

demonstrated the text/schema integration strategy successfully on problems.

Seyenth graders seemed to know when to rely on schema-based strategies, even;

when not required by the example, whereas fourth graders were less successful.

A number of fourth- and seventh-graders failed to note,,process, and/or adjust

for inconsistent information on a bar graph designed with numbers decreasing

from bottom totop on the vertical axis.

This paper includes a description of how these results highlight the

statistical results of a previous study, a description relating the findings

to other current research, and suggestions for future research.

3
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2

Processing information in our highly-technological society is depend-

ent upon readers' ability to,comprehend graphs. Our future citizens may,

not be adequately prepared for this. form of communication because,the results

of the Second National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) indicate

that children!'s abilitytto interpret and integrate the data in graphical

form is limited (Bestgen, 1980; NAEP,-1979).

t
Generalizing, drawing inferences and predicting from data are high- 4,-,

level cognitive skills which are essential if the message of the graph is

I

be deciphered., Therefork, a rese rch'study (Curcio, mote 1) was con-

/
ducted to attempt to identify factor independent of reading and mathematics

achievement, that contributed to fourth- and seventh-graders' ability to

comprehend mathematical relationships expressed in graphs. The statistical

results stiggested that readers' prio knowledge.,contrifiutep to their ability

to comprehend the message in a. graph.

The three aspects of prior knowledge that were identified included

prior knowledge of the topic of the graph (which is usually depicted by the

-title and axes' labels), prior knowledge of the mathematical Content in the

graph (i.e., the mathematical concepts apd skills that are implicit in the

pictorial display), and prior k wledge of the graphical fort (i.e., bar

graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, r pictographs). For both fourth- and

seventh- graders, the most salient aspect of prior knowledge of the graph that

I

Contributed to graph comprehension was that of mathematical .content. YOunger

childien (e.g., fourth,graders) seem to rely more heavily upon the explicit
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features of the-graph (1.e.,,tbe topic and graphical form) for its meaning

than older children (e.g., seventh graders). As the children's global

knowledge base widegs and they are becoming more adept at abstract thinking

(i.e., by the time they reachseventhi grade), there seems to be less concern

I _

for the topic and graphical form which -drop out as signifidant variance

factors (Curcio, Note 1).' .

This previous research study (Curcio, Note 1) focused on the "product"

of each measure, i.e., the results of objectivetesting. The questions were

4

Aesigned to determine, what prior knowledge (including knowledge of topics,

mathematical content, and graphical form) abgat the specific graphs students
1

had, and how well they were to comprehend the mathematicalorelationships

expressed in those graphs.

It was thought that additional information aboUt how prior knowledge

affects graph comprehension might be revealed by asking children to respond

to graph items requiring them to "think aloud" as they solved each problem.

Similar to other researchers (Clement, 1982; Janvier, 1978; Resnick & Fcd,

, 1981), it was believed that designing such protocols would reveal the

:"process" of Comprehension, highlighting some of the strategies that might

be employed by children to determine 'the "meaning", of the graph, and thus,

enhance the statistical results of the previostudy.

if The Sample

Eight fourth graders (3 girls and 5 boys) and 9 seventh graders

(5 girls and 4 boys) who participated in the previous study were interviewed
1

and their responses were taped. In the following text, children are re-

,

(erred to by an 'identification number ofithe form SGN, where S = student,
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either 4 or 7 (representing the grade level), and N = 1 through 9
-

(nllt representative of the order interviewed). The children were selected

so that different levels of reading and mathematics achievement were

represented. SeeTabld 1 for a list of the students' reading and mathematics

profiles.
t

Insert Table Laboutliete

Procedure

The interviews were conducted by three individuals who were prepared

to-follow the interview protocol (Curcio, Note- 1, p. 176). TWO of the

interviewers were totally unknown to the children. One interviewer had been

at the school on previous occasions. Each interview lasted approximately

40 minutes. All interviews clere completed in two days, during the Spring,.

1981. The interviews took place in the school library and a resource center,

where the conditions were quite similar. The child was put at ease by in

formal chatting about -the child's birthdate, and Introductory information.

The intervie4ersialso explained that the tape recorder, which was within

view, -was being used to help remember all the suggestions that the child

made for improving the graph. In some cases, the interviewers read the

items and distractors aloud, tlia child read them aloud, or, the child read

them silently. This procedure was depeddent upon the child's reading/decoding

Ability and whether the child preferred to read orally or silently. In some

cases the interviewers gave tlie child feedback as to the correctness of the

responses, in some cases the child was tcild the correct answer when he/she
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askidr and in some ceses the child was corrected for misconceptions.

The graphs that were'presented to the children were taken from the

researcherdesigned graph test used in the previclus study (Curcio, Note Y),

except for one graph which was redesigned. The questions accompanying each

graph had been constructed to reflect three levels of comprehension:

"reading the data," "reading between the data," and "reading beyond the

data."1 The first two questionsiof each graph rewired a simple reading
,

of the data (either recognizing key words in the title or axes' labels):.

Questions 3 and 4 of each graph required children to interpret the graph

by comparing pieces of information 9r integrating information. Questions
. .

5 and 6 of each graph required children to extend the data or predict from

the data.

All the students were presented with the "Average Time of Sunset"

graph (see Figure 1) and a revision of the "Heiifit of the Rodriguez Children

in,MArch, 1980" (see Figlire 2). This revision was constructed in-order6o

obairve students' reactions toia format contrary to their expectations,

contrary to what is seemingly "natural," and contrary to what they have

been "traditionally" taught (Roselyn, Note 2). The revision entailed

rearranging the vertical axis so that the numbers were decreasing from

bottom to top, and rewriting items 4 and 5: Although item 6 was used in its

original form for the Interviews (see Figure 2), it was recognized that a

revision of this item is necessary because the original form has more than

nne "correct" answer (a and b). Therefore, the distractnis for item 6

should be:

a. Pedrncould never be that short for his age.
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b. PedrO is much too tall for his age.

c. Pedro is of average height for tie age.

d. Pedro is thin for his age./ 111111111111.M.

Insertligure.l.about.here

1

Insert Figurl.2 about here
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Four fourth; graders were presented with the graph entitled, "Hew

Terry Spends a'SChool Day" (sea Figure-3), and four\fomrth graders were

presented with the "Stamps Collected by Children" graph (Curcio, Note 1,

p. 122). Five Seventh graders were presented with "The Gross Nazional

Product during 1969 through 1979" (Curcio, Note 1, p. 119), and for

seventh graders were presented with "The U. S. Government's 1981 Dollar

.budget" (Curcio, Note-1, p: 113). The graphs were selected because a varies

sty of graph-types was desirable, and, the level of difficulty had to be

crelatiVe to the grade levels of the children.

/siert :figure 3 about here
o o

&Suits and Discussion

Since the results a: - based upon a limited number4of sSbjecttwit is

important to interpret tn,. data collected with caution. This was our first

attempt tzt a descriptive epalysis employing an interview techhique/ Even

though the sample was flail, it seams as thLgh this approach wafruitful
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were-able to generate hypotheses to?examine to what extent the

this small-scale, exploratory study confirm the statistical

the prey -ions study (Curcio Note 1).-

/Note-3) suggested that for comprehension of general discourse

to occur, a_reader must draw on information`ircm the text and from schemata.

The coordination involves three major strategies: reliance on text informA

ation plus integrating it with prior knowledge; heavy reliance on text

Information in smite-instances; and final-lyI a =vy relianCe on schema-

based knowledge with_oly minimal reference hitext. It was found that

children attempted 4:4-1Mterpret_and co;), ehen raphs in -the same way.

Children who employ strategies that, mat; the intended level of

comprehension of the graph questions u ually understand the message of

the graph. On the other hand, errors in comprehension tend to-occur

Primarily under two conditions (assuming adequate decoding ability). They

occur when 'readers becoie averrlient on text-based information during a

situation which-requires the integration of background knowledge. They

also-occur when readers become too schema-based and cease to verify inter-

\

pretations Lith text-based information. The interview in this study

revealed that students utilized all three correct answer strategies and

alio the two error strategies.

Text - /Schema -Based Comprehension Prioceseing _

In this case, the children we'e able to integrate the relevant inform-

ation fromthe graph with relevant background knowiksIge. This was evident

by children referring to aspects of the graph and describing how

n

/

that information was used to obta

I

an answer.
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,Items that required "readintbetween the data" and "reading beyond the

data" -were designed to employ prior knowledge as well as referring to the

information and-data located in the graph. The results of the previous
A

study (Curcio, Note 1) suggested that the mathematical relationships were

embedded Within-the deep -strUctureof the graph''and topic, and graphical

-form cues for retrieving relemant,prior knowledge were located_in the sur-

face structure of the graph. Hang students who attempted items by referring

to the graph and applying relevant prior knowledge answered the items car-

ractly. How'the students integrted information from the graph and br.mght

their prior know/edge to bearare highlighted in the following example.

Example I. (See Figure 1, item 5)

Inttrviewer: (reading item05) HOW many hours a week not

including Saturday and Sunday did Terry spend

on homwork?

S45: (pause) 'Ten hours, c?

I: Bow did you figure out it was ten hours?

S45: Because I know there are five days in school and

hours is two hours, so I go. 5, 10, 15-,

I. am 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 (counting on \fingers) . .

1: Right. That's --
,

845: So one day, two hours, two days four hot4,13, three days,

six hours, and four days, eight hours, and five days

is 10 hours.

After extracting the necklsery information from the graph (Terry spends

two hours per day on homework) and bringing relevant prior knowledge to bear
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(there are five school days in a weeks,excltlding Saturday and.Sunday;

and mult4lication is an appropriate operation to employ 2 x 5

10), S45 was able to derive the correct answer. This is an example of an

item that was designed so that the child would 'read beyond the data."

-

Text-Based Oomprek3nsion Processing'

Strategies that yield thi correct, answer. In the children's descrip-

tions.or explanations they clearly referred to graph by pointing to,it

or by remarking, "I found the answer right here on the-graph." (It is

important to notethat'in orderkto refer to the graph, knowledge of how to

read the data directly froi the graph was implicit; the. children knew

_how to lOcate epecific coordinat4s or refer to the axes labels..)

Children who used'text-based processing to respond-to comprehension

-.t

questions that require0 a simp4 "reading of the data," were usually

cessful in their responses. The only exception was in some cases, fourth

graders had trouble matching vertical and horizontal data entries because

gitidelines (such as graph paper lines) were not provided.

The following is an example of text-based processing employed to

respond to an item requiring a literal reading of the graph.

Example 2. (See Figure 1,*item 2)

.1: AU right. .N4mber two. (reading item #2) d :35 P.M.

is the average time of sunset during which month?

S71: (pause) December.

I: O.K. , and how did you do that one?

S71: I looked at the graph.
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Strategies that yield incorrect answers. in' general, it seems as

though students are aware of the need to enact text-based processing

10

strategies for this literal type of comprehension. However, students who

employ text -based processing strategies for higher-level comprehension

questilms requiring them to "read between the Beta" and "read beyond the

date,6-Wsually do not have enough information to respond to the, questions

successfully. Their reliance upon the text and-failure to bring.reiaVant
,

prior knowledge to bier (Whether it be knowledge about the topic, mathe -

matical content, or graphical.forM) hinders their comprehensioq._

Example 3 highlights this problem.

Example 1. (See Figure 3, item 5)

I: O.K. number five, go ahead.

547: (reading item #5) How many hours a desk, not

including Saturday and Sunday, does Terry spend

on her homework? TWo, a.

I: Ay did you choose two?

S47: Because it Ina right here (pointing to the graph)

he epende two hours a week on Homework.

In Example 3, S47 (as well as other students) did'not bring easentiak

prior knowledge of mathematical content to bear by multiplying two hours

of homework per day by_five days (seven dayi in a week minus .two days for

Saturday and Sunday). During the preliminary discussion about thesraph,

the stUdent did recognize that the activities and time for each was during

one day. One possibility is that S47 did not remember that the circle

graph- epresented the time-spent during.one day, since reference is made
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to "a week" in the question"..- Another -pbasbility is that the student had,

I

.
all the components but did not kdbw What operation or what sequence of

operations to perform in order to obtain the answer. The result in th

case Wee that the student's information, obtained solely from the text, des

Inadequate in processing a; task of comprehension designed to force utilisr-
,.

tion of prior knowledge.

Schema-Breed Comprehension hiaceoeing

The :interviews revealed three aspects of schemabased compreheneloA

proceising: not attending to the.gtaph,and relying solely *a one's

prior, knowledge; attenoing to the graph but the topic leads the reader

astray;'and, attending to the graph but inconsistencies are not recognised.
kA

These three aspects are considerareand discussed in relation to some

excerpts of the interviews.

Nat attending to the graph and raying solely upon one's prior

knowledge. TQ.children described how-they answeredthe questions by

stating, "I did it without looking at the graph," or` "I got the answer off

the topof'myjlea tOP,T4Mti really just have to know (the vocabulary]."
- y.
Somafehildr snch!_a rich knowledge base that the information

in the graph -was Ouperfligous-and iot needed to answer some of the items

that required-"readin date," d "readinibeydnd the data."

In general, seventh graders were more successful at attempting to

uotween t

enswer.lteme,solely based ,upon ther.background knOwle-dge than fourth grad s.
-,

though "maze fourth graders_ attempted to answer questions r thout atteudin

graders), only two of the fourth graders were successful in selecting the

the'greph (7- out-of 8 foureh_gradire as opposed to A out of 9 sevent

S.

Sk
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correct answer (one admittld to,gueasing) and all four eeventh graders

were ,successful in their achema4tesed proiessing. Seventh graders -seemed

to have a better sense ofWhen it We's appropriate to rely on a schema-based

strategy. In addition, perhaps-fourth graders' reliance upon their prior

knowledge of the topic Of the graph (without attending to the graph itself),

compounded with their/inadequate prior knowledge, might explain why prior
i /

knowledge of the eitepic of the graph is a predictor of fourth-gradera' graph

comprehension ability (Curcio, Note 1).

The forlhwing is an example of how a seventh /grader's prior knowledge

enabled him to successfully answer the question without referring to the

information in, the grap12$.

Example 4. (See Figure 1, item 5) I

I: 0.L, 'nusbar five. (reading item #5) Which of the

following graphs represents tilt .average tine ofsun-

set frail January to June that 6704 make the above

graph represent one complete year?

!

S74: One complete year, or just half?

I: One complete wear.

S74!, (long silence) 2t mild be b.

Ant-did-1mi ttt-fo get b?

S741 I know that the amoffnt of sunlight per day increases

from January to June and then b was the only graph

that showed an increase.

Row dalou know that it 'increases from January to June.

S74: I've, sees sunset get earlier thering the year.
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3,
I: Did you need to use the big graph over here to

figure out the.dnswer?

S74:' No .

1=

Some children attempted to answer questions that required an integration

of the data in the graph (e-.g., subtracting givenluantities) by relying

solely on their prio51knowledge:' As a result, their responses were incorrect.

Example 5 highlights this problem.

. Example 5. (See Figure 1, item 4)

It Let's look at number four.

S42: (silent reading) I think about three hours.

1: And, haw did you get that?

S42: Because in the summer the days are long; and it's

a very long timebefore it gets dark.

I: Um hymn. And why did you pick three hours instead of

two-and-a-quarter or, why not one- and -a- quarter, or one -

and-a -half for that matter?

S42: (pause) Bedatiec it isn't that long. That would be the

time in the fall or in the winter.

hinme.(pause) Oh, I understand what you're saying.

Did you need the picture to answer this question or did

yOu just answer it off the top of your head?

S42: Off the top of my head.

is If you were to refer to the graph, would you still say
1

the hours or, would you 6hange-your mind?

S42: (pause) .I would still say three hours.

15
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In Example 5, S42 admitted that the answer came "off the top of my

- head." When the interviewer asked, the child to refer to the graph, no

effort was made to do so. Instead, the child insisted upon sticking to

the incorrect answer: It might be possible that in general,,fourth graders

are unable to distinguish between their prior knowledge and that which is

applicable to the task at hand, and then switching to the-graph to locate

necessary information when the ptior knowledge is inadequate.

Attending to the graph but the topic leads the reader astray. In this

case, the children were overly concerned with the topic of the graph to

such a great extent that their descriptions and explanations went off on a

tangent; i.e.! the discussion was somewhat related to the graph but the

children were sidetracked by "pouring out their prior knowledge about the

topic. Some children bad to rely upon concrete or situational experiences

when attempting the tasks of comprehension. By

this way, they became 4etracted or sidetracked

"i related informatiOn. Bowyer, in most cases (8

discussion beca9e so far removed from the task at,band that they did not

answer the items correctly. Example 6 highlights this point.

approaching the tasks'in

by considering somewhat -

out of 12), students'

Example6.' (see Figure A, item 5)

S48: I'll take a.

t

All ght, now teZZ me why you picked a. Why was that

a bettc;2, answer?

S48: Mel, etiZZ don't think the time (pause) the sunset

is etricaltet :30. ilithink that it mright,curve

)
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:wrong - -still might be a little bit daylight outside.

I: And 80 you said something about a curve just then.

What was that about? What does it remind you of?

S48: Wen, this curve right here reminds me of the way,

like, the daylight's set now. It doesn't (pause)

at the time that it should set, it doesn't go

straightlii dark, it's etilZ Ast slightly a /itt

bit day/ight outside.

I see. And how does that remind you a Cu -?

S48: When you have-a straight Zine it is going to be dark

immediately, but when you have a curve it takesa

little bit longer. (illustriting by gesturing)

.1* see. Because it's gort of rounded'or something?

S48: it's a littlp bit longer than a straight line.

O.K. How does this one, this graph, relate to this graph?

(comparing choice a with the main graph)

S48: This one right here ZFRks the same as this one.

I: Did:that influpnce your choice at all?

S48: Not that much.

In Example 6, thi curve of.the graph reminds S48 of the path the sun

follows when setting OA a given day. S48 then employed relate.gs but

incorrect schema informetion.in attempting to bring meaning to the data in

the graph. It seems as though this child was diiiracted from attending /

to both the surface structure and deep structure Of the graph (i.e., the

axes' labels, title, and mathematical content). which were required in
L

17
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Attending' to the graph bUt":inconetstencies are not recoonized. In

thiiciima, the children made specific references to the gfaph but they

were not flexible enough, in their thinking to recognize information that

might 0have been contrary or inconsistent with what they thought or had

learned previously.' In Piagetian terms the children were probably able

to assimilate the incoming information, but unable te

/

iccomod'ate it,

makerivisions in their already-established, relevint schemata.
,

me children (7 who had low mathematics achievement scores) did not

recogniz inconalstencies o4 the revision of the "Height of the Rodriguez

Chitdren in March* 1980" (i.e., that the higher the bar, the shorter the

person who is being.repreeented). This is highlighted in Example 7.

Example 7., (Sera/figure 2, item 3)

I: 0.14, number three.

S47: (reading item #3) Who was the tallest? (pause) Pedro.

I: ) Andwhy.did you ay that?

S47: .Btoause his bar goes all the way up, the most . . .

I: ,. Why didn't you choose. Jose, d for number 3?

S47: Because this is not as big as this one. When you

Zook for the tallest you Zook for which one:is the

highest . . .

In some-- cases, 'students insisted upon following their intuition IL*,

that Ile higher _the bar, the tiller the person who is being- represented)

regardless-of the contradictory information along the vertical Axis. This

is highlithted,in Example 8.

4

A
1
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ExamPle 8. (See Figure 2, item 3)

1

I: SO%Zooking at the picture, what answer would give me?
,.

1

S44: I wiu ld give you Pedro. ,

And 'f you looked at these numbers. (pointing to the

vertical axis) would you still say Pedro?--'

S44: Yes. 7

These observation's seem to agree with.Kosslyn (Note 2)-Ahat children

are, not at flexible in accomodaiing incoming information that might be 4t:.

consistent or contrary to what they expected, or have previously learned,.
A

In general, seventh graders andfourth graders with high mathematics
.1

achievement scores were somewhat more flexible in handling this situation.

They usually changed their ansWers to correspond to the numbers along the

vertical axis. They made their changes after monitoring their own thinking,

or after further quedtioning by'the interviewer.

In some cases, ohildren had inadequate prior knowledge of mathematical

content. They might_have responded to a graph question correct14,*but for,

the wrong reason*. The children do attend to the graph, and theyAisbring

related prior knowledge to beer, but there is, an essential link to connect

the two that'is missing.

answer can be discovered

This incorrect reaso ing.that leads to a correct

by,questioning childr n and haying them think aloud.

,

.

Example 9 highlights this approach.

Example 9. (See Figure 3, 'item 6)

I: Let's look at number six.

, S42: (silent reading) d, on-third?

I: Why?

19
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S42: TduAe, because one-third is the Largest?

Oh, O.K., how do you know one-third is the largest?

S42: Becauee one-twenty-one is very sm4ZZ one-twelfth is

small, and one-fifth. is 'almost as small. One-third in

this Ps(t is then largest.

And, why would that have to be the largest of all of

them, I mean the answer to that question?

S42: 'Cause all of them is small when you -cut them into

different sections, the one-thirdis, the largest.'

I:. 0.K.1 why, my question is, why would that have to be

the largest? Why couldn't it 'be the smallest one that

would. be the answer to this question?

S42: Because when you have a circle and you out it up into three

parts, each one is about (showing on the circle graph)

0m hmm. Right, that's,what you're saying is correct.

But, my question is why would the answer a, b, c, or d,

the one that you pick, have to be the largest fraction,

to this question--why would the answer have to be the .

largest of these choices and not the smallest and,not the

middle?

S42: (long pause) Because the smaller the number, the

er *he fraction?

That's -true, you're right, the:Smaller the
I number in the

1-

denomipator the larger the fragtion. tufnow with

respect to this question, that says (reading the item aloud)
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Wha fractional part"Of a week, not including

Saturddy and Sunday, does Terry spend sleeping? Why

would the answer have to be the largest "raction?

S42: Because the larger, because sleeping ss the largest

_ thing there (referring to the circle graph),

on the graph. ,

. Um hnr.

S42: And on here it's the largest thing (referring to the

distractors)

I: Oh, now/I want to ask you another question, If I said,

if one of these chACes were one-half, (pause) is one-half

now the smallest, or the largest, or--you can't tell 6f all' ,,

these' fractions?

s42:' The largest.

I: So if that was a choice, wouldiyou still say one- third,

or, would you say now, one-half?.

S42: One-half.

In the above example, the child's comments indicate that schemata have

been activated_ and prior knowledge was being brought to bear. Although S42

did bring khowledge to bear, the iknowledge, which linked the largest_

rortion of the circle graph with the largest fraction in the distractors, was

an incorrect strategy to use.eAs was stated previously, the student had'the

right answer, for the wrong reason. Questioning students in this way can help

to chars focus on how children arrive at their answers. By using this

_approach, it betome obvious that it might not be the "answer" that needs
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correcting, but rather "how" the answer was derived that needs correcting.

. This is in agreement with an ei:.servatioi made by Davis (ote 4).

Summary

The purpose of this small-scale, exploratory, descriptive study was to

examine how children. process different tasks of comprehension presented in

1

graphical form. We attempted, to ralate;the descriptive data to the results

of the previous study (Curcio, Note 1). As previously mentioned, the results

are to be interpreted with caution because the sample was small.

In summary, three types of processing, strategies which led to both

correct and incorrect responses (Spiro,1Note 3) were utilized by students

in answering questions. Most students were aware of the need for, and also

used, a text-based strategy for "reading the data" directly from the graph.

Most seventh-grade and higher achieving fourth-uade students demonstrated

the text/schema integration.strategy successfully on some problems. 'Seventh

graders seemed to know when to rely on schema-based strategies, even when

not required by the example, whereas fourth graders were less successful.
,

4-nutberof,fourth graders 4nd seventh graders failed to note, process, /

and/or adjust for inconsistent information on the redesigned graph on height..

The cleat perceptual similarity between height and the vertical relation-

ship of the bars as well as a schema for the usual form of--this type of bar .

graph may have contributed to the intransigence of student response on this

item. There is no reason for-students to expect a "trick" fotmat.

Their inflexibility in light of new information is somewhat reminiscent_

of the performance of the adults in the Anderson, Reynolds, coetz, and

Schallert (1977) study in a slightly different cR!!!!xp. Subjects were.given-
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two ambiguous passages to comprehend. They also answered Multiple choice

questions with two possible correct answers based on, the two interpretations.

Even with exposUre to cues:for alternatg interpretations, 62% of the subjects

still failed to report awareness of a second interpretation of each passage.

It seems that once a schema is invoked and at least paitially instan-

tiated, there is strong resistence to chang05, Whether student performance

on the height item is indicative of a developmental phenomenon as suggested

by Roselyn (Note 2 is an'interesting hypothesis. It needs further-testing

using both children and adults and varying the type of graph and graph

topic.

One issue that was raised in this study is the question of type of
,

processing required by multiple choice questions. For example, on questions

designed to test "reading between the lines," some students employed a

schema-based strategy with little reference to the graph. It would be

quite possible for researchers and/or practitioners to draw erroneous

conclusions about processing on this type of 'item, unless the type of

processing is verified. Depending upon the student's prior knowledge in

relation to the question, the type of processing may differ for the same

-questionjsee Royer and Cunnigham, 1978 for a discussion of the role of

baaground knowledge in testing).
_

Other researchers have used this type of interview technique success-

fully in mathematiCal problet-solving research. Clement (1982) has developed

a model of problem solving to examine correct and incorrect interpretations

of algebra word problems. The processes that yield incorrect interpretations

are word-order-match and static comparison. By word-order-match Clement
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indicates a procesi which is 'triggered by a phrase in the text. The syntax

of The English in the problem is misleading in terms of the "syntax" of

-
the equation which mustlm written to solve it. The semantic, static

comparison precessis:characteristic of students who seem to have all the

pieces to solVe the problem, but the answer is based upon one static

erroneous interpretation. The third process, operational equality, yields

a correct interpretation of the problem. It occurs when students have a

clear ability to abstract from the wording of the problem to create an

equation, integrating'information from text maid schemata.successfully.

The strategies used by studentain this study seem to fit the Clement

model. In this study, errors caused by 31terrellance on a text-based

strategy (when in fact this information is too limited by itself to bring

meaning to the deep structure of the graph), may be similar to Clement's

word- order - mates process (see Example 3). His static comparison process

might be related to a heavy reliance upon text-based processing or schema-

based processing that limits the reader's ability to bring meaning to the

deep structure of the graph (lee Example8). Finally, the process of

operational equality might represent the proper balance between text-based

and schema-based processing that contributes io high level cognitive

proCessingv_a llowing-the-reader to4ring-meaning-to the. deep structure of the

/

graph (see Example 1). Iteme questions and interview-protocols designed

to test the validity of the Clement model in relation to graph comprehension

should be created. ,Xoselyn and Pinker (Note 5):have.identified certain

semantic-and syntactic compoLents of graphs which might facilitate the design

of such, materials.
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Future research should also consider the.rdle of metacognition
4

in graph reading. In some intervieweit was observed that children

were monitoring their comprehension (e.g., studeL4s caught errors in their

thinking on their own or after probing by- an 'interviewer). Since

monitoring is a major part of metacognition (Brown, 1980), protocols

should be designed- that examine how noviceu (e.g., fourth graders). and

older students monitor graph comprehension. If they do not spontaneously

monitor when necessary, what kind of cues and how many are needed to

trigger monitoring followed by f1xi.up strategies? To What extent are

students aware of what they are doing as they answer questions?

Finally, in some interviews it was obvioug that Children did not

know when-to employ text-based'strategies, schema-based strategies, or

a combination of both. Studies need to be conducted that explore (1) how

children determine whidh strategy

employed is a function of reading
t

prior knowledge or an interaction

to use, and (2) whether the strategy

achievement, mathematics achievement,

of any combination of these factors.
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Footnote

1
The idea for the three levels of comprehension was taken from

P. D. Pearson and D. D. Johnson, in Teaching reading' comprehension.
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TABLE 1

FOiirth- and 'Seventh-Grade Students!,,Reading
s and Mathematics Achieviment Profiles

ID Reading Mathematics -/D Readin Mathematics

S41 Hight High S71 Low, .Low

S42 High High S72 High LoW

843 .Low Low 873 High Low

S44 High , LoW S74 High High
I

.
545 Law High. S75 Higb,- Low

S46 High High S76 High , Low

S47 Low Low S77' High Low

548 High .High S78 Low Low

S79 Low Low /

e sig-7----sdiartscores were used to determine highnow achievement.
High reeding,'" a raw score > 42 (the median score) on the SRA Reading
Tests Live]. D; Low reading a raw score g. '14. High mathematics -.
a raw icor* > 48 cm the SRA Mathematics Test, Level D;- Low mathematics

nor score 448..
The siedian scores were used to-determine high/low achievement.

High reading,-._ a ram score > 55 on the SRA Reading Test, LiVel F; Low--,
reading raw score S 55i High mathematics a To. score > 34; Low

score < 34.



AVERAGE TIME OF SUNSET_
. As the months progress from June

to December, which of-the

following is true about the

average time of sunset?

a. It gets earlier

b. It gets later _

c. It remains the same

d. t It first gets earlier and then

later

610

70
, Average

,Time
7,00

of

Sunset
600

(P.M.)
6100

500

4110

4. How much longer do you have to play

outside (before it gets dark) in

July, than you have in October?

5. Which of .the following graphs

represents ithe average time of

sunset from January to June, that

would make the above graph represent

one complete year?

Average.
0 130

a. Time of
Sunset
(P.M.)

014,3

June July Aug Sept Oct Uov Dec

Months
USE THE-HRAPH ABOVE TO ANSWER THE

-FOLLoWIND,100ESTIONS.

11/ What is the average time that

the sun sets in October?

a. 5160 P.M.

b. 5115 P.M.
TZ,

b.

Average
Time of
Sunset
(P.M.)

5.

Jan June

Average 013
c. Time of

Sunset
P.M.)

40 0Jan

Average 000
Time of

d. Sunset

Ie

(P.M.) 4 :30(
Jan June 0

M

, 0
CIQ

JUh0

c. 6,15 P.M.

d. 7110 P.M.

2. 4135 P.M; is the averaoe time of

sunset during which month?

a. October

b. November

C. December

d. -January

6. As the months progress from June to

December, the average time of sunrise

gets later. What do you expect to

happen to the average number of

daylight hours during this time?

a. Increases

b. Decreases

'Remains the sane

First derreises, and then increases

1-11

ghg

ti

'rt

0
O

Figure 1. Copyright by F. R. Curcio, 1981
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HEIGHT Of THE RODRIGUEZ CHILDREN IN MARCH. 4980

25

50

75

100
Height

in 125
Centimeters

150

175

lalow.

Maria Jose'

Children

USE THE GRAPH AnOVE TO ANSWER TUE

FOLLOWING-WEST1ONS.
av1111011111111111,

1.

Juan .Pedro

2. How tall was Maria?

a. 75 inches

b. 100 inches

F. 100 centimeters

443. 125 centimeters
2.

3. Who was the tallest?

a. Juan

b. Pedro.

c. Jose

d. Maria 3.

4. Mow much taller was Jose'thanjuan?

a. 25 centimeters

b. 50 centimeters

c. .75 inches

d. 75 rentimeters

what does this graph tell you?

A. ,The weight of the four

Rodriguez children in

March, 19P0 .

,b. The grades of the four

Rodriguez children in

March.1960

c. The height of the four

Rodriguez children in

March, 1980

d. The age of the four

Rodriguez children in

March, 19n0

5. If Maria grows 5 centimeters and

Jonci'grows 10 centimeters by

September, 1901, who will be taller,

and by how much?

a. Maria viii be taller by 30

centimeters

h. Jose will be taller by 30

centimeters v.

c. Muria will be taller by 25

centimeters

d. JosIwili be taller by 25

centimeters 5.

6. If Pedro is 5 years old, which of the

following is a correct statement?

a. Pedro is much too short for his age

b. Pedro could never be that tall for

his age

c. Pedro is of average height for his

age

d. Pedro is thin for his age



HOW TERRY' SPENDS''A SCHOOL DAY

SLEEPING

S, HOURS

WATCHING T.V.

(AFTER SCHOOL)

HOURS

Enna -'
(aaSANFAsT.

LUNCH AND

INNIX) AT

HONE

_2
HOW

HairmoRK

2 Hants

1

1

lot

11011

SE THE GRAPH ARM TO ANSWER THE

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

VELD

0 AND
FROM

CI

SCHOOL

6 HOURS

6c.

tArtf5t

3. What does this- graph tell you?

a. Terry spends the greatest

amount of time sleeping

b. Terry speedn the least

amount of time in school

c. Terry spendn more time

playing than watching

d. Terry spends less time

sleeping than in_school_

. whet frictional part of a day does

Terry spend in school?

a. 1 . 1

4. 12 C. -

b.. I

.7"

1. How many hours in one day does

Terry spend in school?

a. 2 hours

b. 6 hours

C. - n 'hours

d. 14 hours 1.

5. How many hours a week (not ,

including Saturday and Sunday)

does Terry speed on homework?

a. 2 hours

'b. 8 hours

c. 10 hours

d. 14 hours

2. For which of the following does

hours a day?

school

Terry spend three

a. Playing After

b. Eating :

c. Traveling to and from school

d. Watchieg T.V.
2.

6. What fractional part of a week (not,

including Saturday and Sunday) does°

Terry speed sleeping?

a.
21

c. 5

1
b. d.

12 3

1411411=10.1111.1.11=01111111.111111

Figure 3. Copyright by F. R. Curcio, 1981


